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Abstract—In the paper arguments are given why the concept
of static evaluation has the potential to be a useful extension to
Monte Carlo tree search. A new concept of modeling static evalu-
ation through a dynamical system is introduced and strengths and
weaknesses are discussed. The general suitability of this approach
is demonstrated.
I. MOTIVATION
The concept of Monte-Carlo simulations applied to Go [1]
combined with the UCT algorithm [2], [3], which is a tree
search method based on Upper Confidence Bounds (UCB)
(see e.g. [4]) produced a new type of programs like [5],
[6], [7] that dominate computer Go in recent years. The
detailed tournament report [8] of the program MoGo playing
against professional and amateur players reveals strengths and
weaknesses of MoGo which are typical for programs that
perform a Monte Carlo tree search (MCTS).
Programs performing MCTS can utilize ever increasing
computing power but in their pure form without extra Go
knowledge the ratio log(increase in needed computing power)
/ (increase in strength) is too big to get to professional strength
on large boards in the foreseeable future. Therefore in recent
years Go knowledge has been incorporated either in form
of heuristics, or pattern databases learned from professional
games or from self-play. Although treesearch was naturally
slowed down the playing strength increased further.
With all of this tremendous progress of MCTS compared
to the knowledge based era of computer Go summarized in
[9], [10], [11], it needs good reasons to start work on a static
evaluation function (SE) in Go.
One indicator that more Go knowledge needs to be added is
that, compared with human playing strength the playing level
of current programs decreases as board size increases from
9× 9 to 13× 13 and then to 19× 19.
The principal difficulties of deriving knowledge and apply-
ing it become more relevant as knowledge is increasingly used
in MCTS.
• Knowledge that is not 100% accurate reduces the scal-
ability of the program when enough computing power
is available for global search to replace increasingly the
approximate Go knowledge which then becomes less
useful or even less accurate than knowledge coming from
search.
• It is difficult to combine knowledge on a high level if it
comes from different sources, like from pattern and from
local searches. It is one of the reasons of the originally
surprising success of pure MCTS that it only uses knowl-
edge from one source (statistics of simulations) without
the need of merging different types of knowledge.
• Go knowledge is either accurate, for example, when com-
ing from life and death computations of fully enclosed
regions or from matching large patterns but then these
pure situations occur only rarely, or, Go knowledge is
produced more often, for example, by simply counting
liberties or matching small pattern or by doing quick
life and death computations in open regions but then the
knowledge has little significance or is not very accurate.
What is needed is an approach that has an understanding of
the local and global situation in general positions, that either
is accurate to some extent or indicates in which areas it is not
accurate. On top of that it needs to be fast.
The SE proposed in this paper is applicable to any position,
it is reasonably fast and has already in its first and simplest
version as studied in this paper a good understanding of the
situation. It is expandable to include linking and life and death
information in future without having to combine knowledge
in a simplistic way, for example, by taking an average with
constant weights.
In section II a close look at characteristic features of the
game Go provides arguments for using a dynamical systems
approach as the starting point for a static evaluation function.
Section III gives an introduction to discrete dynamical systems
and a description of their potential benefits. The algorithmic
details of formulating, initializing and evaluating dynamical
systems are described in section IV. Section V comments on
limitations of any dynamical systems approach that are based
on its static nature. Section VI discusses the robustness of the
approach (existence, uniqueness and stability of fixed points)
and its efficiency in predicting moves in professional games.
A comparison with the efficiency of other approaches is made
in section VII. This section also contains a detailed char-
acterization of static evaluation through dynamical systems.
Section VIII includes comments on necessary extensions,
especially the merger with MCTS, but also comments on how
an appropriate influence function can be used in a game. The
paper concludes with a short summary in section IX and an
appendix that gives an example how an influence function can
guide finding the best move even in situations when a sacrifice
move is necessary.
II. INITIAL CONSIDERATIONS
A. Resources Unused in Pure MCTS
Why should it be possible to design a static evaluation which
can provide at least some information faster and/or better than
MCTS?
One strength of MCTS is to be useful for programs playing
other games than Go or even for work on tasks not involving
games. This strength is at the same time a weakness when
applied to Go: MCTS does not take advantage of simplifying
aspects of the nature of Go:
1) Blocks are local. Blocks connect adjacent stones of
the same colour into a unit, so that either all of them
are captured or none of them is. Stones that are not
connected to the block do not belong to it.
2) Capturing a block is local. To capture a block the op-
ponent must fill all of the block’s adjacent intersections.
Opposing stones placed further away do not capture the
block.
3) Go has an influence field. At all stages of a game
except its very end it is useful to introduce a field of
’influence’ or ’strength’ that guides the player (humans
and computer) towards optimal play.
This influence field is not simply a tool to accommodate
human slowness in reading compared to MCTS. The
point to make is that this influence field is in some sense
real and can be characterized and modeled. It shows, for
example, some stability or null-sum property and can
explain higher playing level sacrifice moves as done with
a position in the appendix.
We want to state it as a conjecture: To maximize playing
strength for a given amount of computational power
(size of memory and cycles per second, both sufficiently
large but fixed) a field embodying strength or influence
and perhaps other fields or state variables have to be
introduced. This is not different from progress in the
natural sciences and mathematics where the improve-
ment of quantitative knowledge and an evolution of the
scientific language depend on each other.
Knowledge on strength and influence is crucial for
human players but also increasingly used in MCTS.
Deriving knowledge purely from search as in original
MCTS results in a search space growing exponentially
with the area of the board. In contrast, the cost of
computing a good static evaluation does not increase
exponentially with the board size.
4) Influence varies smoothly. The influence of stones falls
off smoothly, at least in the opening in non-life-and-
death situations. Also, the example in the appendix
shows the need for intermediate influence values other
than 1 (full domination) and 0 (no influence at all). More
discussion on smoothness in Go can be found in section
II.A. in [12].
B. Design Decisions
The above observations lead to the following design deci-
sions for the static evaluation function.
• We want to start by modeling/computing only a minimal
number of variables describing a board position. This will
be for each point (empty intersection) a number indicating
whether it is under Black or White influence and for each
block a measure of its strength, i.e. a probability of not
being captured.
• The strength values of blocks and influence values at
points are represented by floating point numbers because
of points 3) and 4) above but also to evaluate some fuzzy
knowledge by a number that changes smoothly with the
degree of certainty of the knowledge.
• Because of points 1) and 2) above, the set of all relations
of neighbouring points and blocks is formulated as a
single discrete dynamical system of algebraic relations
expressing the strength of each block and influence at
a point in terms of the strength of neighbouring blocks
and influence at neighbouring points. A more detailed
description of dynamical systems is given in the subsec-
tion below. In the approach to be described a strength
value is assigned to a whole block, irrespective of its
size or shape. All that matters in this approximation are
the neighbourhood relations. A Static Evaluation based
on Dynamical Systems will be abbreviated as SEDS in
the remainder of the paper.
A different question is whether the SE should depend on who
moves next. Although it may become slightly better by taking
that into account (e.g. if two important blocks of opposite
colour touch each other and have only one liberty each, so
that the side to move next may capture the opponent’s block),
the SE to be described in this contribution does not use who
moves next. The reasons for this are:
• It is not obvious how to use who moves next without
prejudice even in the simple case of, say, Black moving
next and white blocks under atari being so small that
their capture has low priority. Another example is the
case when many white blocks are under atari.
• Making the SE dependent on who moves next is not a
general solution. It may take 2 moves to simplify the all-
or-nothing fight so that the SE can ’see’ the outcome,
or 3, 4, ... moves. The issue of merging SE and MCTS
has to be solved more rigorously, not by a quick fix of
making SE dependent on who moves next.
• The value of moving next naturally varies from area
to area. To consider it properly would imply to know
the value for each area but that essentially means to be
able to play perfectly. This would be contradictory to the
philosophy of splitting up the problem of determining the
best move into three parts: designing a static evaluation, a
search procedure (MCTS) and an interplay between both.
III. ABOUT DISCRETE DYNAMICAL SYSTEMS
A. General Comments
A discrete dynamical system (abbreviated as dynamical
system (DS) in the following) is a set of n relations between
n variables where each relation takes the form of expressing
one variable in terms of all others:
vi = fi(vj) (1)
where f is some (not necessarily continuous) map.1
Given numerical initial values vi = vi0 the system of
relations can be used to compute new values vi1, vi2, .. until
after k iterations a fixed point is reached, i.e. vi change only
insignificantly:
|vik − vi(k−1)| ≤ ε ∀i
for some threshold parameter ε, or, until k reached an upper
bound kmax.
In our approach the state variables vi are strength values of
blocks and influence values at points (empty intersections). By
choosing suitable maps fi the iteration of the system (1) should
model, for example, the fact that blocks are weakened when
being under strong opponent influence and as a consequence
in the next iteration will become less influential on their
surrounding.
A dynamical system is called sparse if the fi involve only
few variables. The DSs we aim at are sparse due to locality
properties 1), 2) above: each empty point has at most 4
neighbours (points or blocks) and each block has only a small
subset of all points and blocks as direct neighbours. If a DS
is sparse then iterations are computed faster than if it would
be dense, i.e. if many fi would involve many vj .
Although only local relations are recorded in the formula-
tion of a DS, the fixed points that are computed are global
properties of the complete DS due to the iterations that take
place.
B. Potential Benefits of Dynamical Systems
The potential benefits of using DS to describe a board
position in Go are manifold.
• It allows a consistent formalism where the influence
originating from a block depends on the strength of the
block and the strength of the block depends on the degree
of ownership it has on neighbouring empty points.
In other computer Go programs which use influence
functions or pattern matching either all blocks have the
same strength or are distinguished only between being
alive or dead. The error made with this crude simpli-
fication needs to be compensated by global search, i.e.
by giving the influence function and pattern heuristic
relatively little weight compared to the weight of search.
Whether supposedly better influence and strength values
computed from finding fixed points of a DS are worth
1If vi would be functions of a parameter, e.g. time, then dynamical systems
typically express the time derivative of each variable in terms of all variables
(not their time derivatives).
the extra effort remains to be shown but the potential is
at least there.
• Data about which points and blocks are neighbour to each
other are recorded to speed up the computation of fi in
(1). These data are available for other computations, like
life and death.
• The strength value of blocks and influence values at
points become available as a side product which may
be useful for separate tactical investigations. Especially
pattern matching is very popular among computer Go
programmers since the very start of computer Go. Having
adequate strength and influence values may allow more
refined pattern which encapsulate not just local data but
global board properties because the numerical strength
and influence values used in the local pattern are proper-
ties of the computed fixed point, i.e. their values take into
consideration the complete board. As another example,
strength values of blocks may be useful to initialize the
area of local life & death computations.
• The number of iterations needed for |∆vi| to fall below
ε turns out to be a good measure for the stability of a
local region on the board and thus a strong indicator for
which moves need to be searched, e.g. through (some
local version of) MCTS.
C. Computational Complexity
For a programmer of MCTS the computational effort to
formulate a DS and find a fixed point may be horrifying. After-
all, in MCTS tens of thousands of whole games starting from
a position are played just to find the next move. Speed in
performing moves is essential in this approach, even to a point
that it may pay off to allow illegal moves in order to save time
and play more simulated games.
In total contrast a dynamical system has several hundred
variables and as many equations ( 489 variables and relations
for the full board position in diagram 2 further below). At
first the DS has to be established in some form, i.e. enough
data need to be collected and stored to compute the fi in
(1) efficiently. Then this system has to be iterated repeatedly
to compute a fixed point. Next, an estimated score is to be
computed by summing over all blocks their product (strength
× size) and summing over the influence values of all empty
points. All of this computation has to be done after performing
each one of the legal moves that are to be evaluated to select
the move with the highest score.
But, if local relations 1), 2) are an important part of the
game, and if the strength of blocks and the influence at empty
points are inherent characteristics of a board position then
a DS (1) is the most direct and adequate formulation of all
relationships on the board and solving such a systems (finding
the fixed points) is the most efficient way to characterize the
board position. Other methods will have at least as high costs
whether obvious or hidden.
These are a lot of if’s which are not always satisfied. For
example, in the case of a lengthy winding ladder there is
no alternative to performing the tree search and computing
the ladder. But many parts of the board especially in the
opening are calm where the if’s are satisfied and where the
formulation and solution of a DS appears to be the appropriate
computation.
Time measurements shown at the end of section VI and
comparisons with other evaluation functions in section VII
indeed show that the DS-approach is fast.
Another useful feature is that the evaluation of different
moves based on their score according to SEDS can be done in
parallel. Especially when more life & death investigation will
be added to SEDS to make it more accurate, the parallelization
will become more coarse grain and thus be more effective.
IV. A DYNAMICAL SYSTEM REPRESENTING A BOARD
POSITION
In this section we describe a conceptually simple dynam-
ical system model that was implemented and studied for its
strengths and weaknesses.
A. The Setup
The elementary objects on the board (we call them units
from now on) are taken to be all points (empty intersections)
and blocks (for which no shape is recorded). Individual stones
of a block have no own identity in this model.
Based on the capture rule of Go, units have completely local
relations with each other, i.e. the state variables describing
each unit can be computed explicitly from the state variables
of neighbouring units and the resulting dynamical system can
be solved iteratively.
This system couples all units on the board (i.e. all (empty)
points and blocks) and thus a fixed point of the dynamical
system is a global consequence of the whole board. A change
in strength of one block would influence the strength of weak
neighbouring blocks and so on but the change of influence
would stop at strong blocks.
With points on the edge of the board having only 3
neighbours and in the corners only having 2 neighbours, the
influence of the edge should come out properly without the
need of extra artificial adjustments.
B. State Variables
To each point i (i.e. each empty intersection, i.e. i takes at
most 19 × 19 different values) are attached two real floating
point type numbers describing probabilities at the end of the
game:
wi . . . to be owned by

, i.e. to be occupied by

or to be
a point in an alive white eye
bi . . . to be occupied by

, i.e. to be occupied by

or to
be a point in an alive black eye
and to each block j is attached one number:
sj . . . probability for this block to survive.
All values are in the interval 0 . . . 1.
For explanation purposes we also introduce
w¯i, b¯i . . . probability that at least one neighbouring intersec-
tion of point i is occupied by resp.

or

at the end of the
game.
C. The Relations
If bi, wi are the probabilities defined above then under
normal circumstances they add up to 1:
bi + wi = 1. (2)
The only exception is a seki, for example, when point i is one
of the shared liberties that is not accessible to either one side.
In that case we should have bi = wi = 0 but our model will
give bi = wi = 0.5 which does not change the contribution of
points to the score but it may have an effect on the computed
strengths sj of the blocks in seki. The SEDS could conclude
from wi = bi = 0 that both blocks are safe, but not from
wi = bi = 0.5. The bottom line is that the concept of seki
like that of life & death, is a discrete concept resulting from
the rule that both sides alternate moves. These concepts are
not properly covered in this dynamical systems approach but
have to be detected separately, see the discussion in section
V.
Apart from relation (2) the only other assumption we make
is wi/bi = w¯i/b¯i , i.e.
wib¯i = biw¯i. (3)
At least in the extreme cases (w¯i, b¯i) = (1, 1), (1, 0), (0, 1)
this relation is correct. Also for other cases it should be
suitable based on the following argument.
Under Chinese rules the aim is to occupy as many points
as possible at the end of the game. A single stone can not be
alive on its own if surrounded only by alive opponent stones,
it has to be part of a block that is alive. Thus, the probability
bi of a point being owned by Black should increase with the
probability that it has an alive black stone as neighbour, i.e.
bi ∝ b¯i and similarly wi ∝ w¯i. Relation (3) is a simple
example with such a dependence.
From (2), (3) we get
wi =
w¯i
b¯i
(
1− wi
)
=
w¯i
b¯i
−
w¯i
b¯i
wi
wi
(
1 +
w¯i
b¯i
)
=
w¯i
b¯i
wi =
w¯i
b¯i
(
1 +
w¯i
b¯i
)
−1
=
w¯i
w¯i + b¯i
(4)
where w¯i, b¯i have to be expressed in terms of bj , wj , sj from
the neighbouring points and blocks. What formula (4) achieves
is to express the influence in a point in terms of the status at
direct neighbouring intersections.
D. An Example Computation
In this simple example we are going
to use relation (4) to compute the
probability of points 1, 2, and 3 in
diagram 1 to be occupied finally by

or

. For the simplicity of
this example, all blocks are set to be
alive: sj = 1, ∀j. In the real model
  

1 2 3

  
Diagram 1.
their strengths would also be computed iteratively based on
the strength of direct neighbouring blocks and the influence
of their direct neighbouring points.
To apply (4) we set b¯1 = s(left black stone) = 1 and
w¯1 = s(white stones) = 1 and get
→ w1 =
1
1 + 1
=
1
2
= b1 = w3 = b3 (by symmetry)
w2 =
1
1 + b¯2
=
1
1 + 3/4
=
4
7
b2 =
3
7
→ b¯2 = probability of

on 1 or 3
= 1− probability of

on 1 or 3
= 1− w1w3
= 1−
1
4
տ =
3
4
This small example demonstrates how the computation goes
but it also shows the limited value of the numbers obtained.
They make sense if the moves are played randomly. In the
derivation of the formulae all moves are assumed to be
uncorrelated, but that is not the case: if White plays on 1
then Black plays on 3 and vice-versa (if there is nothing more
urgent on the board).
A similar computation is done for all blocks where the prob-
ability of a block j being captured (= 1.0−sj) is computed as
the probability of all attached opponent blocks k being alive
and all neighbouring points i being occupied/dominated by the
opponent:
sj = 1.0−
∏
k
sk ×
∏
i
{
wi if block j is black
bi if block j is white
(5)
Because the move taking the last liberty of a block can not be
suicide, formula (5) is modified slightly. The lowest value of
the wi (resp. bi) is increased, in the simplest choice to 1.0. In
formula (5) we again, for simplicity, assume non-correlation of
the feasibility of the opponent capturing moves which strictly
speaking is not justified.
E. A Full Board Example
On the board in diagram 2 are 55 blocks and 217 empty
points giving a system of 2×217+55 = 489 equations for the
217 wi, 217 bi and 55 sj variables. Effectively the problem
involves 217+55=271 variables because of wi + bi = 1.
The following are just three of the 489 relations:
wr8 = (bq8br9sr7ss7 − bq8br9sr7 + 1)/
(bq8br9sr7ss7 − bq8br9sr7 +
sr7ss7wq8wr9 − ss7wq8wr9 + 2),
br8 = −wr8 + 1,
sr7 = −sr4ss7wp7wq6wq8wr8 + 1. (6)
The full set is shown on http://lie.math.brocku.ca/
twolf/papers/WoSE2010/1. Through this system each dy-
namical variable (2 for each point, 1 for each block) is ex-
pressed in terms of the variables describing their neighbouring
points and blocks.
19
 
18
         
17
           
16
       È    È 
15
            
14
             
13
            
12
         
11
       
10
      È È
9
 
8
  
7
        
6
   
5
       
4
  È  È    
3
      
2
   
1

a b c d e f g h j k l m n o p q r s t
Diagram 2. A full board position represented by a
dynamical system.
For example, the probability of the block with the stone on
r7 to be captured is 1.0 − sr7 and is equal to the proba-
bility of the blocks with stones at r4, s7 not to be captured
(= sr4ss7) and the points p7, q6, q8, r8 being occupied by
White (= wp7wq6wq8wr8) giving relation (6).
Before the iteration all bi and wi variables are initialized to
0.5 and all sj variables are initialized to 1.0 . Then the system
is iterated until all values change less than some threshold
parameter (for example 10−5, its precise value is not crucial)
at most some maximal number kmax of times (measurements
reported in section VI-B use kmax = 5).
V. LIMITS OF WHAT DYNAMICAL SYSTEMS CAN DO
Not all rules of Go are local by nature. The rule that players
alternate in their moves sets limits to the usability of SEDS
which are to be discussed in this section. On the other hand,
in a local fight both sides may not alternate their moves. If
the fight does not have highest priority then one side may not
answer an opponent’s move and play elsewhere. A different
example of non-alternating moves is given in the appendix
where a sacrifice move allows Black to move afterwords twice
in a row in a crucial area.
A. Ladders
The action at a distance inflicted by ladder breaking stones
seems to be a good example against local models like our
dynamical system model. But as with plane waves in physics,
with long distance effect being described through local dif-
ferential equations one can not easily dismiss the possibility
that ladder breaking stones could be described through a local
model. However, ladders are a good counterexample against
static evaluation. For example, to work out a long winding
ladder like in diagram 3 statically - even if possible at all
in principle - would be so much more difficult than simply
performing the moves in a deep but narrow tree search.
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
catches

in a winding ladder.
B. Life & Death
An example for a concept in Go that is not a purely local
phenomenon, i.e. it can not be described by considering only
one block/point and its neighbours at a time, is the concept
of life which is defined recursively: A block is alive if it
participates in at least two living eyes and an eye is alive if it
is surrounded only by living blocks. To identify unconditional
life one has to consider the complete group of living blocks
at once.
    
      
     
   È   
     
      
      
Diagram 4.
  
   
    
   È    
   
A

    
    
   
Diagram 5.
For example, the life of the white blocks in diagram 4
depend on each other and the conclusion that all blocks are
alive can only be drawn at once, not in an iterative way and
not by considering only one block and its neighbours at a time,
so not by a purely local algorithm. Similarly, the life of the
white stones in diagram 5 hangs on who moves next at the
distant point A in a discrete, non-iterative way.
The current version of a SEDS computer program recog-
nizes (non-local) static life (life without ever having to answer
any threat) at the time when neighbourhood relations are
established during the initialization of SEDS. Although this
is a first step towards including life and death in SEDS, static
life happens only rarely in games.
VI. RESULTS
A. Existence, Uniqueness and Stability
The dynamical systems formulated along the lines of the
previous section always have at least two solutions: one
solution where all white blocks live, all black are dead and
all points are fully under white influence and the same with
switched colours. If all wi, bi, sj are initialized according to
one of these solutions, the iteration will keep these values
stable.
In addition to these solutions in any board position com-
puted so far the dynamical system had exactly one other
solution (i.e. a fixed point of the dynamical system) with all
values in the interval 0..1. This solution was obtained from
any initial conditions other than the ones leading to the two
extreme solutions mentioned above.
For example, when ex-
tending the position of di-
agram 1 to the one in
diagram 6, using just for
simplification the sym-
metry to identify points 2
and 4 and points 1 and 5,
    

1 2 3 4 5

    
Diagram 6.
assuming that all stones are alive (i.e. b¯1 = w¯1 = w¯2 =
w¯3 = 1) and using formula (4) repeatedly then the system of
equations can be boiled down to one equation of degree 3 for
w2: 0 = 4w
3
2 −2w
2
2 −7w2+4 which has numerical solutions
1.259, 0.589, -1.348, only one of which is in the interval 0..1.
But that is no lucky coincidence. Equation (4) guarantees that
the single value for wi lies in the interval 0 ≤ wi ≤ 1 if b¯i, w¯i
are in the interval 0 . . . 1. Furthermore, the case b¯i = w¯i = 0
is not possible.
The following position in
diagram 7 has three fixed
points of which the mean-
ingful one is stable. We as-
sume that the surrounding
blocks are alive, i.e. sc3 =
sd3 = 1. The probability of
4
È
3
    
2
    
1
 
1
 
a b c d e f g
Diagram 7.
the point d1 to have only black neighbours is sd2(1−sc1) and
thus the probability w¯d1 to have at least one white neighbour is
w¯d1 = 1−sd2(1−sc1). Similarly, we get b¯d1 = 1−(1−sd2)sc1
which inserted into equation (4) gives
wd1 =
sc2sd2 − sd2 + 1
2sc2sd2 − sc2 − sd2 + 2
.
The probability for the block at d2 to be captured is sc1wd1.
Thus
sd2 = 1− sc1wd1
and similarly
sc1 = 1− sd2bd1.
Together with wb1 + bd1 = 1 this is the system to be solved.
It has the 3 solutions
bd1 = wd1 =
1
2
, sc1 = sd2 =
2
3
;
bd1 = 0, wd1 = 1, sc1 = 1 sd2 = 0 ;
bd1 = 1, wd1 = 0, sc1 = 0 sd2 = 1
of which the first is stable and the others are the extreme
solutions mentioned above. What seems to be inaccurate in
the first solution is sc1 = sd2 = 23 instead of
1
2 .
In the computation of w¯i, b¯i, sj we made the following
systematic error. If two events A,B have probabilities pA, pB
then the probability that A and B occur is equal pApB only
if A and B are independent. In the above computation we
said that the probability for the block at d2 in diagram 7 to be
captured is sc1wd1. But if White plays on d1 then the strength
of the white block on c1 increases and is not anymore sc1, so
both probabilities sc1, wd1 are not independent.
A more clear cut example is shown in diagram 8 where the
external blocks with stones on d5, e4 are assumed to be alive.
The probabilities wc1, wc2 for
White to move on any one of the
two points c1, c2 is initialized to
0.5 as for all moves and it stays
> 0 during the iterations. But the
real probability for White to go
on both points in a game is zero
due to the suicide rule in Go.
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Diagram 8.
Although the systematic error of ignoring correlations be-
tween moves seems grave, the resulting numerical error is not.
SEDS obtains sb1 = 0.98, sd1 = 0.53 which (given the scale
of values obtained by SEDS in races of liberties) is a clear
indication that the black block is alive and the white block
is dead. This is a good example showing that SEDS is a
robust method providing suitable indicators and data for more
specialized semeai and life & death investigations.
A good question is how many iterations are necessary for
all values to settle down so that all changes are less than
some threshold parameter, say 10−5. The interesting result is
that for clear cut situations only few iterations (< 10) are
necessary whereas for very unstable situations (for example,
two attached blocks both under atari) the number of iterations
can reach hundreds or thousands. This opens the possibility to
get as a by-product a measure of instability. On the other hand
determining unstable regions this way requires more iterations
than would be needed for only a strength estimate.
In defence of the approach it should be mentioned that when
establishing a ranking of moves often not the absolute strength
values matter but the relative values.
B. Statistics on Professional Games
The SEDS function has been tested in detail by trying to
predict the next move in professional games. Alternatively
one can also look at these tests as tries to exclude as many
moves as possible apart from the professional move if the main
intention is to use SEDS to narrow the search of MCTS.
The test consisted of doing a 1-ply search for all positions
occurring in all 50,000 professional games from the GoGoD
collection [13]. For each board position in these games this
includes
• performing each legal move in this position,
• iterating the dynamical system in the new position until
the system stabilizes,
• adding up all probabilities of blocks to survive and points
to be owned by either side and thus reaching a total score,
• ordering all legal moves according to their total scores,
• finding and recording the position of the professional
move in the ranking of all moves.
The statistics have been recorded separately for each move
number because at different stages of the game the static
evaluation has different strengths and weaknesses.
The results of this test are reported under http://lie.
math.brocku.ca/twolf/papers/WoSE2010/2 due to the
size of the diagram files. The data have been produced by
evaluating 5.4 million positions from the 50,000 professional
games of the GoGoD collection ([13]). On this web site three
sequences of diagrams are shown. Each sequence contains over
400 diagrams, one for each move number. Figure 1 is one
of the diagrams of the first sequence. It shows the number
of positions in which the professional moves made in those
positions land in the range x . . . (x + 1)% of legal moves as
sorted by the SE where x = 99 are the top moves falling in
the 99 . . . 100% range and x = 0 are the worst moves. Thus
the higher the graph is on the right and the lower it is on the
left, the better is the static evaluation.
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Fig. 1. A statistics of the ranking of the next professional move according to
SEDS in all positions with move number 50 from 50000 professional games
The second series of diagrams differs from the first by hav-
ing a logarithmic vertical axis. This is useful if the emphasis
is to safely ignore moves from further consideration in MCTS
because then we want to be reasonably sure that SE does not
rank good moves (moves played by the professional player)
as bad (on the left side of figure 1). In other words, we want
to be sure that the graph is low on the left and to highlight
that range a logarithmic vertical scale is useful. Figure 2 is
the logarithmic version of figure 1).
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Fig. 2. The diagram of figure 1 here with logarithmic vertical axis
If one normalizes the vertical axis in figure 1 then this
curve is the probability density P (x) of the ranking of the
professional move among all moves. If one accumulates this
density from the right one obtains a so called ’survival func-
tion’ R(x): R(x) :=
∑99
u=x P (u) which is displayed in figure
3. For example, a point on the graph with horizontal coordinate
85 and vertical coordinate 62 means: The professional move is
kept with a probability of 62% (it survives) if the worst 85%
of the moves are dropped (worst according to the SEDS).
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Fig. 3. The data of figure 1 here in a cumulative form of a survival function
C. Interpretation
In view of the simplicity of the static evaluation function
SEDS the results as shown in figure 1 are surprisingly good.
Deficiencies are not difficult to explain. Because of the local
concept of the dynamical system approach the SEDS has no
concept of life (except a hard-wired fast recognition of static
life), i.e. it does not know of the need of two eyes and the
benefit of destroying eyes. For the SEDS in its current form
(Dec 2009), strength is 100% correlated with resistance against
being captured. As a consequence, sacrifice moves, like Black
on A in diagram 9, get a low ranking. This is an extreme
example where the professional move (Black on A) gets the
lowest ranking of all moves by SEDS. Moves of this type
make up the leftmost hump in figure 2.
Whereas the humps on the left of figure 2 are due to good
(professional) moves getting a low evaluation by SEDS, the
dents on the right of the graph are due to bad moves getting
a high evaluation by SEDS. The rightmost dent in figure 2 is
due to the feature of the evaluation function to favour moves
on the 2nd line, especially the 2-2 points (e.g. on a 19 × 19
board the points b2,b18,s2,s18). Again, this is a consequence
of not knowing about the need for 2 eyes due to not knowing
that Black and White can not do 2 moves at once, i.e. fill 2
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Diagram 9. A position from a professional game where
SEDS fails due to lacking a concept of eyes.
eyes at once. For the SEDS a move on a 3rd or 4th line can
be cut under by the opponent on the 2nd line because SEDS
does not know that the move on the 2nd line needs two eyes.
When skipping through diagrams on http://lie.math.
brocku.ca/twolf/papers/WoSE2010/2 one sees that the
current version of SEDS is most useful early in the game when
life & death fights do not play a big role yet but also after
about 15 moves when the exact influence of the edge of the
board is not so crucial anymore.
Based on these findings it is expected that an appropriate
consideration of life based on 2 eyes when computing the
strength of blocks will lead to a significant improvement of
SEDS. The problem is to find a natural merger of the need
for 2 eyes with the current interaction formula (4). Also, the
concept of life is not local, so the solution of the dynamical
system and the determination of a (non-local) measure of life
based on 2 eyes must be merged naturally into one algorithm.
Of course, one could make quick progress with a superficial
repair but the aim of this exercise is to get a lasting concept
that has no artificial parameters and no artificial constructs
and thus scales (can improve indefinitely with increasingly
available computer power) and thus has the potential to result
in a strong program in the long run.
D. Timing
The following times have been recorded on a Dell Opti-
plex GX620 PC with Intel(R) Pentium(R) D CPU 3.40GHz
processor with 2MB cache size running Linux. One CPU was
used. Times reported in table 1 are the result of averaging
the times for evaluating 400 positions for each move number
given in the table, each position from a different professional
game from the GoGoD game collection [13].
The computations in column 2 include making a move and
updating the strength of blocks and influence at points on the
whole board. In column 3 these steps are made for each legal
move.
move number time in µs for time in ms for
static evaluation ranking moves
10 46.2 16.2
30 51.8 17.1
100 73.8 19.2
130 83.9 19.3
200 104.4 16.7
300 180.0 10.8
Table 1. Average times for static evaluation and ranking of
moves.
As the update of the strength of a block is slower to compute
than an update of the influence at a point, the static evaluation
(column 2) becomes slower as more stones are placed on
the board. On the other hand, the more stones there are on
the board, the fewer legal moves exist and ranking all moves
(column 3) becomes faster.
E. Parameter Dependence
The current form of SEDS has two parameters. One param-
eter stop_value is the minimal change of influence and
strength which keeps the iteration alive, i.e. if the influence
in a point or the strength of a block changes by at least
this amount then the neighbouring points and blocks have
to be iterated again. The other parameter max_iter is the
maximum number of iterations for any point or block. When
testing stop_value = 10−2...−7and max_iter values
= 2 . . . 10, 100, 1000 the following was found.
• The max_iter value has hardly any effect, neither on
time, nor on accuracy because the number of iterations
is typically very low (≤ 5). Rare exceptions occur in
beginner games when several blocks with only one liberty
are neighbour to each other and thus the situation is
extremely unstable and many iterations between such
blocks would occur.
• A stop_value of 10−3 gives the best performance/cost
ratio in predicting moves in professional games. Lowering
this value to 10−5 adds another 25% to the computing
time and lowering it to 10−7 adds again 15% without
improving the prediction of professional moves notice-
ably. Increasing the stop_value to 10−2 gives only
very little time savings but lowers performance.
• An important conclusion is that allowing at least 3 or 4
iterations per item (point or block) does improve predic-
tions. This is an indirect proof that SEDS recognizes,
for example, when a white block is strong because a
neighbouring black block is weak because a neighbouring
white block is strong.
To summarize, max_iter is a parameter in the program
but not a parameter for the computation that strikes a balance
between accuracy and complexity. stop_value has an effect
on accuracy and complexity but only a minor one. It is a
’natural’ parameter in contrast to what one may call ’artificial’
parameters, like
• the size of fixed size pattern that are used,
• ad hoc parameters that classify the strength of blocks
like a threshold number of liberties such that a block is
considered alive,
• a fixed size distance of the last move which favours follow
up moves in its neighbourhood.
The dependence of accuracy and complexity of computation
on such parameters is very uneven. If one would vary such
a parameter and plot the resulting accuracy versus the com-
putational complexity of the calculation then the curve would
be flat and rise very slowly for low and medium complexity
and would only for very large computational complexity rise
more steeply and reach higher accuracy.
In contrast, ’natural’ parameters have a more direct relation
to the accuracy of the computation, like
• parameters regulating a genetic learning algorithm, or the
speed of lowering the temperature of simulated annealing,
• the number of terms of an Fourier or Taylor series
expansion of a function,
• the number of simulations of MCTS,
• the stop_value parameter for iterations of SEDS.
VII. COMPARISONS WITH OTHER STATIC EVALUATIONS
A. Criteria for Static Evaluations
Because there is ambiguity of what one can consider as
an evaluation function, there are many criteria that matter for
their characterization. An evaluation function is good if it
1) ranks top and good moves high,
2) ranks bad moves low,
3) is fast,
4) is flexible in time management, i.e. it is able to find
reasonable quality moves if only little time is available
and better moves if more time is available,
5) knows about the value of the next move in order to take
more time and be more accurate if much is on stake,
6) knows when its own predictions are less accurate (e.g.
in an unstable region where search is the proper tool) or
more accurate (in a stable region),
7) knows about the risk involved in a move to select safer
moves when being ahead and more risky moves when
being behind,
8) knows about the strengths of the search program and
thus gives moves a high priority if they lead to positions
which the search can handle well,
9) performs equally well for positions resulting from skill-
ful play (professional games), resulting from beginner
play or from high handicap games,
10) provides, as a side product, data about points and
blocks on the board, date which are re-usable in the
computation of higher concepts,
11) has potential for improvement, e.g. if extensions can be
added efficiently, for example, the recognition of safe
links or of more general semeai.
B. Comparisons
The first ability is easily tested by predicting moves of
professional games. Figure 4 compares SEDS with other
programs.
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Fig. 4. A statistics of the ranking of the next professional move by different
evaluation functions
The curves EvdW10 ([14]), SuNa ([15]), SHG ([16],[17])
are close. They are produced by programs that match pattern
learned from professional games but newer versions match
also other features (see [17]). Such programs are the best in
predicting professional moves, especially in the opening. They
are also reasonably fast with typically 0.3-100 ms for a full
board ranking. But because of weaknesses in criteria 4-10 and
partially 11 they are not suitable for playing complete games.
Instead, pattern matching programs are useful to provide prior
knowledge to MCTS especially in the opening, as applied, for
example, in the program Steenvreter from Erik van der Werf
([14]).
For criterion 2 no tests are currently available. It would
be interesting to see how pattern matching programs perform
in positions resulting from beginners play which may show
only small patterns learned from professional games and which
consequences this has on the evaluation of bad moves.
It may be unexpected that SEDS, which on a first look
seems to be extremely slow, is in fact comparable to or
even faster in speed than SuNa ([15]) and of same speed
as the pattern matching programs described in [18], [17],
although slower than EvdW10 ([14]) (according to personal
communication with the authors). In section 3.4 of [19] it is
commented that the time for computing the heuristic value of
a move in the program MANGO (mainly consumed by pattern
matching) is in the order of 1 ms which would be about 10
times slower than the times shown in column 2 of Table 1.
In predicting professional moves SEDS is clearly weaker
than the pattern matching programs but its strength is that it
has good potential for criteria 6) (the local number of iterations
turns out to be a good indicator for the stability of a block
or region), 7) (because SEDS has a numerical value for a
score and a measure of instability), 9) (SEDS is not based on
pattern learned from a specific class of positions), 10) (SEDS
generates and stores all neighbourhood relations because it
needs them frequently and it provides influence values at
points and strength values of blocks), and 11) (higher concepts
are easier to be built on top of rich available basic data).
The graph MM95 in figure 4 is the cumulative version
of the figure in section 8.2 of Martin Mu¨ller’s PhD thesis
[20] produced by the program Explorer. It is an elaborate
knowledge based program [21], thus it naturally scores better
in move prediction than SEDS which is based purely on
neighbourhood relations. It would be interesting to compare
the time consumption of the Explorer evaluation function and
SEDS.
Another interesting study would be to simulate an evaluation
function by a MCTS based program that is given only 1-10 ms
time. MCTS has advantages in criteria 4, 7, 8, 9 and partially
10, 11 compared to pattern matching programs.
C. Characterization of SEDS
The dynamical system as formulated in section IV is a
first version that allows us to study general properties of such
an approach. This version is minimal and has no concept of
100% safe liberties (eyes) and thus has no concept of life in
general2 only a concept of strength as the resistance against
being captured and a concept of influence at empty points.
As move prediction experiments show, these concepts already
capture a good part of the nature of Go.
The value of SEDS lies in providing a new source of Go
knowledge that can be experimented with and potentially used
to create prior knowledge for MCTS programs. The following
are the strengths of SEDS in its current form.
• The provided knowledge is of global nature because all
points and blocks are coupled to their neighbours and so
on. For example, one block ’feels’ the weakness of an
opponent neighbouring block due to the strength of an
own block behind that.
• SEDS is applicable to any board position and it is robust
in the sense that approximations in the assumptions,
like the non-correlation of future moves, do only disturb
numerical results, and do not make them completely
wrong.
• In all tested positions iterations lead to a single fixed point
of the dynamical system which describes the strengths of
2As a start, static life which never has to answer any move has been
implemented.
all blocks and the influence at all points. The fixed point
reflects the situation on the whole board, no artificial local
cutoff is assumed which is, for example, the case when
local pattern are used.
• The computation of fixed points is reasonably fast be-
cause only few iterations are needed and an incremental
form of the computation is possible which limits itera-
tions to areas where a move that has been made has an
effect on its neighbourhood. Consequently, the speed of
SEDS is comparable to that of pattern matching programs
and thus probably faster than traditional knowledge based
programs. The ranking of moves based on the SEDS
scores they reach, can be parallelized and a more heavy
SEDS (e.g. by including life & death computations)
makes the parallelization more coarse grain and more
effective.
• The influence radiated from blocks depends on their
strength and the block’s strength depends on the influence
at neighbouring points. None is artificially fixed.
• The special situation of points and blocks at the boundary
is taken care of automatically due the naturally reduced
number of neighbouring points and blocks.
• The SEDS described in this paper is pure in the sense that
it is free of artificial parameters and thus has potential to
be extended and tuned.
• Individual components of the SEDS can be modified
independently, like the dependence of the strength of a
block on the influence of neighbouring points or on the
strength of neighbouring blocks or like the dependence
of influence at a point on the strength of neighbouring
blocks or influence at neighbouring points.
• As a by-product of SEDS information on the strength of
blocks and the influence at points is obtained that can be
useful for other specialized modules, like tactical search
or generalized strength pattern.
• Weaknesses of SEDS can be determined easily by doing
move prediction experiments and filtering out positions
where the professional move ranks low in the SEDS
ranking.
VIII. FUTURE TASKS
Three directions of future work are: to improve the computa-
tion of the strength of blocks and the propagation of influence,
to make good use of the computed values and to merge static
evaluation with MCTS.
A. Improvements of the Algorithms
The following are possibilities to improve this first version
of SEDS.
• The formula for the strength of a block could be improved
by giving the number of liberties a weight in addition to
the currently used influence values at the liberties.
• An inspection of worst performances in move predictions
showed that the concept of life, i.e. the need for two
eyes is not automatically covered by this first version of
SEDS and needs to be added. A possibility would be to
perform iterations in two stages. After a first sequence
of iterations settled down a quick life and death analysis
using available influence values could be performed and
resulting strength values of blocks be considered in a
second series of iterations.
• Another non-static concept based on moves are safe links.
These are also not automatically covered by SEDS and
have to be incorporated in some organic way (see section
VIII-B below for a suggestion).
The reason for not including eyes and links already
into this initial version of SEDS was to study at first
a pure version of dynamical system before extending it.
The purpose of minimizing the number of concepts and
parameters is to keep the program scalable in the long
run.
• SEDS should provide a local awareness of stability (i.e.
the dependence of the local strength measures on who
moves next), of the size of an unstable area and thus of
the importance of investigating moves in this area. If this
measure proves to be a good heuristic for the urgency to
investigate moves through MCTS then the 1-ply search
to rank moves would not be needed anymore. This would
result in a significant speedup.
• Because pattern matching and SEDS are complimentary
in their approach, a combination of both has good chances
to be better than each one of them.
In pattern matching the shape of blocks matters whereas
the strength of blocks touching the pattern edge and
potentially extending beyond the edge is unknown. Dif-
ferently in SEDS, shapes of blocks are ignored but
approximate strength values are known. Pattern are local
objects whereas strengths and influences computed by
SEDS are global objects.
In a first approach of merging pattern matching and
SEDS one could simply add both move recommendations
with appropriate weights. The next stage would consider
pattern enriched with strength and influence values. Such
pattern could be smaller and still have high predictive
value.
B. Multipole Moments of Influence
In this section ideas are given how to utilize an influence
field.
The philosophy behind SEDS is to model the ’real strength’
of blocks and ’real influence’ as close as possible to what
strong human players think about that. If the resulting in-
fluence field would be a proper model to describe what is
going on on a Go board (i.e. if it would have some intrinsic
meaning for Go) then to some extend also the components of
a multipole expansion of that field (i.e. the discrete analogue
of that) should have a meaning in Go. Multipole moments
describe changes of a field in the neighbourhood of a point.
The first term of such an expansion (monopole component)
is the value of the field itself in a point. It is an indicator of
the likelihood of a point to be owned by either side at the end
of the game.
The second term (dipole moment, for continuous fields
known as gradient) indicates the direction of fastest increase of
influence and the rate of change of influence in this direction
and could be used as indicator how to reach or avoid a strong
block of a specific colour, or how to run out in the open to
gain liberties.
The third term (quadrupole moment) con-
tains second order differences. What is of
interest from these is a measure of how much
the point is a saddle point and can be used
as an indicator how important the point is
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Diagram 10.
for connecting or cutting blocks. For example, in Diagram
10 let A,B,C,D be influence values at these points (or
strength values of blocks with a stone at these points), all
being neighbours to the point X then |A + D − B − C|
is a good indicator for the urgency to connect own blocks
and/or separate and cut opponent blocks. The formula could
be refined by including diagonal neighbours.
C. Merging Static Evaluation and Treesearch
Whereas MCTS is self-sufficient for game playing, eval-
uation functions are not. When using SEDS to make moves
directly to play games as program moag-0.3 on CGOS ([22])
all games were lost with the exception of two wins against
AmiGoGtp.
The merger of MCTS and an improved SEDS will be a main
future task and a research project on its own. In doing this one
would want to be able to vary smoothly the times allocated
to both, at first statically then dynamically depending on the
board position.
The computational cost of SEDS is more justified in the
opening when precise MCTS is very expensive and in non-
fighting positions when SEDS is more accurate. Investing time
in SEDS will be less justified towards the end of the game
when MCTS does a perfect job and in all-or-nothing fights
when SEDS is not accurate enough due the occurrence of
sacrifice moves where the shape of throw-in blocks matters
which is disregarded in SEDS. As a first attempt one could
add recommendations for moves from MCTS and SEDS as
described in formula (3.2) in [19].
A run-time library under Linux is available that provides
influence values at points and strength values of blocks. It also
has a function which ranks all legal moves by their estimated
quality. To try it out within a MCTS program please contact
the author.
IX. SUMMARY
Based on the local nature of the capture rule in Go, which is
currently not taken advantage of in MCTS, it is argued that a
dynamical system (DS) is suitable to describe a board position
in Go. It is shown how minimal natural assumptions lead to
the formulation of a DS that has a number of useful properties.
After a discussion of principal limitations of a local dy-
namical system approach the results of move prediction tests
in professional games are described.Given the simplicity of the
currently investigated SEDS not using any Go-knowledge from
high level games, no pre-computed information, no tactical
information or algorithms other than static life and death its
move prediction abilities are surprisingly good. In comparisons
with other static evaluations strengths and weaknesses of
SEDS are described.
The characteristics of SEDS and the many possible improve-
ments listed in the paper give the new approach much potential
that should be explored.
APPENDIX
In this appendix an example is given to support the claim
that in Go there is a field that embodies strength and influence,
which is not an artificial human construct but which is at the
heart of the game and is of intrinsic, fundamental nature. In the
following position such a hypothetical field is used to explain
the optimal move which is a sacrifice.
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to move.
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
lives.
In diagram 11 the aim of Black is to make its corner block

alive which can only happen by capturing one of the white
blocks

,

. But neither one can be captured directly
by playing only in its vicinity (

on b6 would be captured
by

on b7 and

on the first row would be answered
by

on b4 and would be too slow). Nevertheless, a static
evaluation function modeling an influence field, for example
the one described in section IV, would give small but nonzero
values for Black’s strength around a6, b6 and on the first row
at b1, c1, d1. If modelled correctly these influence values alone
should be too low to indicate the death of one of the white
blocks

,

individually but if all influence is added up and
increased by a value equivalent to the advantage of having the
turn then the total should be enough to indicate life for

.
The remaining question is how to convert this prospect of
life for Black into a good first move. The influence field also
helps here.
If this field is to be meaningful then it should not change
erratically from one move to the next, except at the very
end when the position becomes completely settled and the
value jumps to one of the two extremes. So Black can not
expect to change the total sum of all Black strengths through
a clever move. But what Black can expect to do is to shift
the distribution of its influence. To succeed in this example,
Black needs to bundle all its influence onto its weakest white
neighbour block, which is

, i.e. to move its small influence
at a6, b6 towards the block

to weaken it further. The result
of the sequence in diagram 12 is that White now has total
control of the points a6, b6 and Black in exchange gets one
extra move towards capturing the block

which is enough
in this case.
This principle of bundling influence to overcome a threshold
strength in a local target area in order to live, link, kill or cut,
explains all sacrifice moves, not only in this example and not
only in life and death problems. This is a good guidance not
only for players but also for computer programs to formulate
tactical and strategic aims, on one hand being bound by a
stable total sum of influence but on the other hand being
allowed to shift influence and to focus it to overcome threshold
values locally for living and killing. These threshold values
result from the discrete requirement of having two eyes for
life and the discrete nature of the capture rule of capturing all
stones of a block at once.
A variation of this principle is to look for moves which
make own weak stones good sacrifice stones, aiming to move
the remaining strength of these stones to a distant and more
important area.
In some games the principle of collecting thinly spread
potential through playing ’light’, i.e. through playing stones
which have a good chance of being sacrificed later, is not only
a tactical concept but a strategic one. When a professional
player gives a strong amateur player many handicap stones
then Black can not simply be fooled, the only way for White
to win is to collect all potential on the board by playing light
and probably sacrificing stones.
But also in even games thinly spread influence/potential is
an important concept. Influence may be shifted around to force
the opponent to become very strong on one side of a local
area in order to gather own strength and be better prepared
to attack on the opposite side of that area, in other words
to create imbalance in the opponents position. This is known
as a proverb: Attach against the stronger stone (for example,
in[23], p. 121).
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